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Letting the Patrons Drive... Research Library Acquisitions?

by Martha Hruska (Associate University Librarian for Collection Services, UC San Diego)

With a collection of over three-and-a-half million volumes, the UC San Diego Library supports undergraduate and graduate instructional programs, as well as advanced research for a campus community of approximately 30,000. The Library is currently in the process of restructuring to best meet the academic objectives of their primary clientele in an increasingly digital and mobile information environment with constrained resources.

Developing and sustaining the collections and information resources needed to support a large public university has always been a fairly collaborative endeavor. Very few large public university libraries have ever been in a position to acquire and collect everything published in all the fields relevant to their university’s many academic disciplines. Rather, the fairly common practice has been to assign subject specialists to liaise with the academic faculty departments and, thus, better focus and select the library’s collections to match the campus’ research interests and curricula. This approach continues to be the practice at the University of California, San Diego.

However, it has become ever more challenging to meet our users’ expectations for immediate access to an ever broader array of information resources, most especially while our budget has continued to decline. This has meant a loss of staffing and a reduction in the funds available to support collections and operations. Especially at a time when we are re-defining our research library collection more broadly to include materials we have selectively digitized from our special collections, born-digital Websites, data files and sets, and licensed electronic resources, we have needed to rethink the priority activities that our specialized staff can focus on.

For years we have made it a priority to acquire the current scholarly publications our academic departments and, thus, better focus and select the library’s collections to match the campus’ research interests and curricula. This approach continues to be the practice at the University of California, San Diego.

However, it has become ever more challenging to meet our users’ expectations for immediate access to an ever broader array of information resources. In 2009 the UC Collection Development Committee developed a document titled The University of California Library Collection: Content for the 21st Century and Beyond that was endorsed by the University Librarians (http://libraries.universityofcalifornia.edu/cdc/uc_concept_paper_endorsed_ULs_2009.08.13.pdf).

One of the most significant aspects of this document was the explicit statement reflected in the title that the UC Library collection was to be managed as one collection rather than as ten separate collections. In support of this vision and as a means of reducing unnecessary duplication across the system, various shared print activities are underway. One project is to identify lightly-used print series that one campus will agree to collect so other libraries can cancel their subscriptions. Such materials will be owned in common rather than by an individual library and will be managed according to agreed policies. In order for such projects to succeed, and receive faculty support, there must be a very robust resource-sharing system in place. Currently work is underway to rationalize loan periods across the campuses.

Along with developments in collection management, the Next Generation Technical Services initiative seeks to “redesign technical services workflows across the full range of library formats in order to take advantage of new system-wide capabilities and tools, minimize redundant activities, improve efficiency, and foster innovation in collection development and management to the benefit of UC Library users” (http://libraries.universityofcalifornia.edu/about/uls/ngts/index.html). A series of teams made recommendations that were approved and prioritized by the University Librarians in December 2010. In 2011, implementation teams have been created in the following areas:

- Build the system-wide infrastructure for digital collections
- Transform cataloging practices
- Accelerate processing of archival and manuscript collections
- Simplify the recharge process
- Maximize the effectiveness of the Shared Cataloging Program
- Develop system-wide collections services operations
- Transform collection development practices

Specific information about the activities and progress of these teams is available at (http://libraries.universityofcalifornia.edu/sopag).

The ongoing development of HathiTrust will have significant impacts on collection management in the UC Libraries. According to the HathiTrust Update on September Activities there are now almost 10.5 million volumes in HathiTrust with almost 3.2 million of these being in the public domain and thus available online with full text to users at partner institutions. The University of California is the second largest contributor of digitized content to HathiTrust with almost 3.15 million volumes ingested. Records for HathiTrust titles are being continually loaded into WorldCat and HathiTrust has developed a catalog based on OCLC WorldCat Local. At its recent Constitutional Convention, the organization agreed to investigate becoming involved in the archiving of print monographs and U.S. Federal documents. It is reasonable to believe that these developments in mass digitization and print archiving will allow significant print deduplication within the UC Libraries with corresponding cost savings and repurposing of space.

Libraries are also attempting to repurpose space by addressing deduplication of print journal collections. One such initiative is the Western Regional Storage Trust (WEST). The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation has funded development of an operating and business model and initial implementation for a distributed retrospective print journal repository involving many research libraries and library consortia in the western United States including the University of California. The California Digital Library is providing ongoing operational and management support to WEST.

In the sciences, such as Safari O’Reilly Tech Books and Knovel. Then in 2010, the California Digital Library negotiated a UC system-wide license for the Springer e-book package. Around this time, UC San Diego licensed the aggregated e-book package offered in ebrary’s Academic Complete e-book database. These and other of our early e-book acquisitions basically followed the same models as has been our experience with ejournal packages and aggregated databases. But e-books have in many ways been even more difficult to integrate into our collection strategies. The market, the content available, the business models, and the access platforms all continue to be very much in flux. And just about equally variable has been the demand and use of the e-books we have made available. Needless to say, our experience with e-books continues to be iterative and experimental, learning as we go.

Around 2010, we made the decision not to continue with the aggregated package of Academic Complete, but to redirect what we had been spending on it to seed our first Patron-Driven e-book Acquisition (PDA) pilot project. The emerging models for PDA were appealing for the opportunity to engage more directly and immediately with users’ needs. Of course, PDA continued on page 32
was perceived by many to be potentially threatening. Threatening to derail carefully designed subject-fund allocations, threatening to cause potential cost overruns, threatening to raise user expectations for something we couldn’t sustain, and threatening to the development of a coherent local collection. This article is a brief description of our experience and the lessons we have learned along our way so far.

This first pilot was provided through EBL and was based on parameters developed by UC San Diego’s Collection Coordinators Group. The parameters included: no guest access, unlimited browsing, but after 10 minutes the user is asked if they want to “check out” the book for 24 hours for a Short-Term Loan (STL). After that first 24-hour checkout, the user would need to “check out” again if they needed to continue working with the item. Three short-term loans would trigger a purchase decision. And purchase decisions were directed to the appropriate subject selector since the purchase cost would come out of their subject collection funds. While the STLs were funded centrally, the decision to purchase was decided and funded from the appropriate subject monograph fund. One concern with this approach was a result of the 24-hour time limit. Frequently users interested in checking out an item were not finished with it within the 24-hour time limit, thus many had to check these out again. (In the table below, note the figure for Average cost per STL per “unique title” vs. the Average cost per total number of STLs.)

### 2010/11 PDA Pilot Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak Title Offerings for PDA</th>
<th>39,667</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL SHORT TERM LOANS</td>
<td>11,353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL TITLES LOANED AT LEAST ONCE</td>
<td>4,891 titles (12% of total titles offered at peak)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average cost per total number of STLs</td>
<td>$5.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average cost per STL per unique title</td>
<td>$20.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of titles purchased resulting from 3 or more STLs</td>
<td>509 or 1% of total titles on offer at peak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titles used more than 3 times</td>
<td>763 individual titles (&lt;2% of total on offer)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The highest number of STLs by LC Classification were:
- 22% in the Hs
- 15% in the A- F classes
- 13% in the S – Z classes
- 12% in the Qs
- 11% in the Ps

In evaluating the use made of this first phase Patron-Driven pilot project, one significant concern related to the limits of the 24-hour access restriction. These necessitated additional STLs by the same person. This continued to be a condition even into our second phase of PDL experimentation, but still not one we are happy with. We made the decision to further refine our PDA options in 2011/12 to better align the titles we could offer with those that correspond to our YBP approval profiles. Thus in our second PDA pilot in 2011/12, we took advantage of GOBI approval integration that included e-book preferred options. Subject selectors were asked to review their “slips” profiles and move these to PDA if available. We were able to exclude e-books from known publisher packages, although this was not always a simple process. In fact, an ongoing priority will be to assess the value of the existing e-book packages and determine if a more Patron-Driven, pay-for-actual-use model, could work for more of these.

In the sciences where we have more established e-book packages, one of our selectors analyzed the 2011 EBL-available titles by publisher for QD and TP to assess the duplication of offerings with existing e-book packages. She found that big chunks of what she could select for PDA are part of CDL packages like Springer and Wiley, or part of recent local purchasing initiatives like Elsevier and Cambridge. Once these are taken into account, the numbers of what can be selected for PDA drop dramatically.

While we are still compiling all the results of the 2011/12 project, what we do know is that we spent approximately $20,000 on 2,347 Short-Term Loans for 1,648 unique titles and $4,000 on the purchase of 66 titles. 21% of the purchases were for materials in the sciences, the remainder in the social sciences and humanities. The STL average loan cost was $8.50. Of the 10,290 titles we had generally available for discovery, only 6.24% were actually used by our users. And only 4% of the titles that were actually borrowed resulted in purchases. If we estimate that the average cost of a title we get on approval with YBP (across all disciplines) is about $50, then $82,400 worth of titles were actually used, out of a discovery pool with an approximate value of $514,300 in titles (16%). This reflects a fairly modest investment and a modest amount of...